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Associated revisions
Revision 7970143b - 2021-07-22 14:55 - Jochen Roth
[TASK] Make runTests.sh compatible with docker-compose v2
docker-compose.yml is now working with v2.0.0beta.
Restored old behavior to retrieve the actual CORE_ROOT
path using "realpath" which also works on MacOS.
Resolves: #94612
Releases: master, 10.4, 9.5
Change-Id: I62ab40870e285b3533a259105dac241e3c4a6af2
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/70023
Tested-by: core-ci <typo3@b13.com>
Tested-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>
Tested-by: Christian Kuhn <lolli@schwarzbu.ch>
Reviewed-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>
Reviewed-by: Christian Kuhn <lolli@schwarzbu.ch>
Revision a71bb9da - 2021-07-22 15:17 - Jochen Roth
[TASK] Make runTests.sh compatible with docker-compose v2
docker-compose.yml is now working with v2.0.0beta.
Restored old behavior to retrieve the actual CORE_ROOT
path using "realpath" which also works on MacOS.
Resolves: #94612
Releases: master, 10.4, 9.5
Change-Id: I62ab40870e285b3533a259105dac241e3c4a6af2
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/70052
Tested-by: core-ci <typo3@b13.com>
Tested-by: Christian Kuhn <lolli@schwarzbu.ch>
Reviewed-by: Christian Kuhn <lolli@schwarzbu.ch>
Revision 583d51dd - 2021-07-22 15:25 - Jochen Roth
[TASK] Make runTests.sh compatible with docker-compose v2
docker-compose.yml is now working with v2.0.0beta.
Restored old behavior to retrieve the actual CORE_ROOT
path using "realpath" which also works on MacOS.
Resolves: #94612
Releases: master, 10.4, 9.5
Change-Id: I62ab40870e285b3533a259105dac241e3c4a6af2
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/70053
Tested-by: core-ci <typo3@b13.com>
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Tested-by: Christian Kuhn <lolli@schwarzbu.ch>
Reviewed-by: Christian Kuhn <lolli@schwarzbu.ch>
Revision 20e7e865 - 2021-07-27 09:59 - Oliver Bartsch
[BUGFIX] Check whether realpath exists in runTests.sh
#94612 introduced the realpath command for retrieving
the "CORE_ROOT" path. This however leads to execution
failures on MacOS systems, which did not manually install
this command (as it's not installed by default).
To prevent the script from failing on default MacOS systems,
a check for the existence of the realpath command is added.
If not installed, the previous behaviour is used while displaying
a short information.
Resolves: #94635
Related: #94612
Releases: master, 10.4, 9.5
Change-Id: I30792f1e5492b57adf7ff28a7fa2c415ac2e094c
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/70068
Tested-by: core-ci <typo3@b13.com>
Tested-by: Jochen <rothjochen@gmail.com>
Tested-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>
Tested-by: Oliver Bartsch <bo@cedev.de>
Reviewed-by: Jochen <rothjochen@gmail.com>
Reviewed-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>
Reviewed-by: Oliver Bartsch <bo@cedev.de>
Revision c10e00c3 - 2021-07-27 10:14 - Oliver Bartsch
[BUGFIX] Check whether realpath exists in runTests.sh
#94612 introduced the realpath command for retrieving
the "CORE_ROOT" path. This however leads to execution
failures on MacOS systems, which did not manually install
this command (as it's not installed by default).
To prevent the script from failing on default MacOS systems,
a check for the existence of the realpath command is added.
If not installed, the previous behaviour is used while displaying
a short information.
Resolves: #94635
Related: #94612
Releases: master, 10.4, 9.5
Change-Id: I30792f1e5492b57adf7ff28a7fa2c415ac2e094c
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/70132
Tested-by: core-ci <typo3@b13.com>
Tested-by: Oliver Bartsch <bo@cedev.de>
Reviewed-by: Oliver Bartsch <bo@cedev.de>
Revision 11b9fab8 - 2021-07-27 10:17 - Oliver Bartsch
[BUGFIX] Check whether realpath exists in runTests.sh
#94612 introduced the realpath command for retrieving
the "CORE_ROOT" path. This however leads to execution
failures on MacOS systems, which did not manually install
this command (as it's not installed by default).
To prevent the script from failing on default MacOS systems,
a check for the existence of the realpath command is added.
If not installed, the previous behaviour is used while displaying
a short information.
Resolves: #94635
Related: #94612
Releases: master, 10.4, 9.5
Change-Id: I30792f1e5492b57adf7ff28a7fa2c415ac2e094c
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/70133
Tested-by: core-ci <typo3@b13.com>
Tested-by: Oliver Bartsch <bo@cedev.de>
Reviewed-by: Oliver Bartsch <bo@cedev.de>
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History
#1 - 2021-07-21 17:47 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from New to Under Review
Patch set 1 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/70023
#2 - 2021-07-22 07:34 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 2 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/70023
#3 - 2021-07-22 09:07 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 3 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/70023
#4 - 2021-07-22 15:02 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 1 for branch 10.4 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/70052
#5 - 2021-07-22 15:07 - Anonymous
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
Applied in changeset 7970143b52a2e82aece9d3c4c5ddbc65a55e2643.
#6 - 2021-07-22 15:13 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from Resolved to Under Review
Patch set 1 for branch 9.5 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/70053
#7 - 2021-07-22 15:21 - Anonymous
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
Applied in changeset a71bb9da44253c271df1f1495fb1753ff41d0616.
#8 - 2021-07-26 08:37 - Oliver Bartsch
- Related to Bug #94635: RunTests fails on MacOS added
#9 - 2021-09-07 07:32 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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